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“

“Welcome to the new world”. We
really want to reinvent the energy
industry, towards sustainable
energy for everyone. Capgemini has
been an invaluable partner in laying
the groundwork for us to encourage
and harness innovative ideas such
as with the Scouting and Select as
a Service solution.
Joeri Kamp
Chief Innovation Officer, Eneco

Eneco stays ahead of the
competition with a start-up
inspired innovation agenda
Capgemini’s Applied Innovation Exchange and
Scout and Select as a Service solution enables
Eneco to harness the power of start-up innovation
on a global scale.
Essential energy
On a day-to-day basis, Eneco provides its customers in the Netherlands with their
natural gas, electricity and heating needs. More than 2 million business and
residential customers rely on Eneco to provide them with affordable, reliable and
sustainable energy. However, the energy market is undergoing a major change
through digitalization and the need for sustainable energy sources. Due to the
increasingly more competitive and volatile market, Eneco decided it needed to
focus on energy transformation by facilitating it with agile products and services.
The key would be to integrate IT solutions with Eneco’s knowledge of sustainable
energy and utilizing energy infrastructures in a way that hadn’t been seen yet in the
energy sector.
The core of this development is the general movement of energy markets from
commodity supply to services around a digital and sustainable energy household.

Overview
Customer: Eneco.
Industry: Energy.
Location: Netherlands.
Client Challenges / Business Need:
In an increasingly fast-changing
industry, Eneco wanted to keep
ahead of industry trends and
innovations.
Solution-at-a-glance: The Applied
Innovation Exchange and Scout and
Select as a Service solution (SSaaS)
were provided to enact innovation
by connecting Eneco to the global
start-up community.
Results:
• Maturity assessment of
innovation agenda
• Focused profile of 8 innovation
verticals
• Practical solutions to harness
innovation (SSaaS)
• Venture analyses on start-ups
for smart homes, smart outdoors
and smart security
• Competitive landscape for indoor
localisation technology for smart
buildings

The Collaborative
Approach:
The Collaborative Business
Experience is central to
Capgemini philosophy and a
pillar of our service delivery.
Capgemini and Eneco had to
collaborate closely on analyzing
the current innovation agenda
of the company while also
gaining insight into the broader
innovation movement within the
industry sector. The partners
worked closely in creating a joint
vision and strategy for enabling
and harnessing innovation
across Eneco in an efficient and
productive manner.

Growing pressure
Following growing pressure on traditional business models within the utilities and
energy sector, Eneco wanted to stay ahead of its competition. The company wanted
to be disruptive and to move to a more sustainable and digitized business model
to ensure future competitive advantage. Eneco had strong ambitions to accelerate
its innovation agenda in order to continue transforming its business according to
industry trends while optimizing its existing infrastructure and processes.

Joint vision
Capgemini had been working with Eneco since 2008, so it was a natural partner for
the energy supplier. When a strong fit in terms of ambition and vision on innovation
was established, Eneco and Capgemini agreed on a partnership alliance focused on
innovation in 2015. In that same year, Eneco allocated 100m EUR to its newly created
“Innovation & Ventures” business unit to accelerate innovation and transformation.
Initially, a joint vision was developed across a two day intensive ASE with toplevel participants from both companies. The new collaboration would include joint
technology exploration and development of intellectual property and business
in general. Furthermore, the collaboration aimed to contribute to industry-wide
innovation for utility organizations through Capgemini’s Utility to Energy Services
(U2ES) transformation program, helping utility companies to transform into energy
services companies.
As Capgemini and Eneco started the implementation of the joint vision, the
priority areas were home energy management, insights & data, smart buildings,
smart outdoors, smart security, the customer experience and joint international
opportunities. Working closely with Eneco, Capgemini developed a Scouting and
Select as a Service (SSaaS) solution to provide an easy way for connecting to the
global start-up community. The solution allowed Eneco to quickly engage in pilots
with selected start-up partners working on relevant technologies and solutions.
Beyond initial insight into specific innovations, SSaaS provided Eneco with the
analysis to consider investing in particular start-ups featuring technologies and
solutions of high value with the potential to contribute to the realization of Eneco’s
innovation goals.

Global reach
The SSaaS solution allowed Eneco to accelerate its own innovation agenda by
tapping into an unknown pool of start-up provided solutions that could be quickly
scouted, assessed, selected and trialed. It provided Eneco a way to evaluate its
innovation agenda and ambitions, and match them to the level set by start-ups in
the same sector. and the vision of Capgemini’s energy and utilities team on the
transformation of the energy market.
Eneco and Capgemini are compelling evidence of the value of innovation in the
energy market. A combination of vision, approach and application of practical
solutions such as start-up technology, structured innovation and digital solutions
has increased the competitiveness of the energy supplier. Eneco now has a mature
innovation agenda along with a strong connection to the innovation-focused start-up
community within the energy sector, ensuring it is has a strong chance to stay ahead
of its big-name competition.

Energy the way we do it

Thinking Forward
Capgemini and Eneco are continuing to work together to accelerate innovation
and provide new value generation through their partnership. Most recently, the
partnership has resulted in the international rollout of Toon, a state-of-the-art smart
thermostat that promises to reinvent the way energy and utility companies operate.

About Capgemini
With more than 180,000 people in
over 40 countries, Capgemini is a
global leader in consulting,
technology and outsourcing
services. The Group reported 2015
global revenues of EUR 11.9 billion.
Together with its clients, Capgemini
creates and delivers business,
technology and digital solutions
that fit their needs, enabling them
to achieve innovation and
competitiveness. A deeply
multicultural organization,
Capgemini has developed its own
way of working, the Collaborative
Business ExperienceTM, and draws
on Rightshore®, its worldwide
delivery model.
Learn more about us at

www.capgemini.com

About Eneco Group
The Eneco Group is a sustainable
energy power generation and
energy supply company
headquartered in the Netherlands
and collectively owned by 53 Dutch
municipalities. The company is
active in five countries across
Europe (the Netherlands, Belgium,
France, the U.K., and Germany),
and it is one of the leading energy
suppliers in its Dutch home market
with around 2.2 million customers.
Learn more about client at:

www.eneco.com
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